Online Education is the New Telemedicine
Knowledge in Action instead Death By PowerPoint

Another “Death by PowerPoint”?
Speed up Learning with Concepts of Adult Learning Theory

1) Real World Application.
2) Small Group Activities.
3) Let the students do the talking.
4) See, Do, Teach: Assign a class exercise.
5) Introduce emotional memory.

Easy review:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vkyYY1xTB7U
1) Real World Application.

Share your valuable experience and the application of your session with the students! Consider starting with an example.
2) Small Group Activities.

If comfortable, introduce 1-2 peer discussions or break-out groups.
3) Let the Students do the Talking.

Warm up with easy questions, e.g. “By raise of hands (Blackboard!), how many of you......” or “tell me more about.....” ...... Why do you think that is...?
4) See, Do, Teach.

Assign a class exercise, with or without breakout groups.
5) Introduce Emotional Memory.

Think about the funnies/weirdest commercial you have ever seen? Students remember 100% of emotional anchors......like the Super Bowl Commercial: Use Fun Facts!
What works for you? Please let me know: Elisabeth.Schlegel@Hofstra.edu